1. Tablet:
   a. Hardware minimum tablet configuration must be as follows:
      - CPU – Intel Core i5 processor
      - 1.9 GHz with Turbo Boost
      - 3MB Intel Smart Cache
      - 4GB RAM
      - 128GB Solid State Drive (SSD)
      - Intel HD Graphics
      - 11.6” HD display
        - Adjustable brightness - 10-800 nits
        - Multi-touch technology
        - Daylight readable screen
      - HD webcam
      - 3MP rear camera with auto focus
      - Intel Dual Band wireless 802.11 a/b/g/n
      - Bluetooth v4.0 (class 1)
      - Li-ion battery (minimum 4100mAh – single; minimum 2140mAh – dual)
      - AC adaptor – 100V-240V, 50/60Hz
      - Expansion slot
      - Interface
        - 24-pin Docking connection
        - 1 – USB 3.0
        - Headset jack
        - High-gain antenna pass-through
   b. Software minimum requirements:
      - Operating System
        - Windows 7 Pro
      - Durability/Ruggedness minimum requirements
        - MIL-STD 810G
        - IP65 certified

2. Accessories:
   a. Vehicle Docking Station w/ tri-pass-through (Havis DS-GTC-200 Series or equal)
   b. Heavy Duty computer/keyboard mount and motion device (Havis C-MD-302 or equal)
   c. Vehicle power supply (Lind 12-16V DC Adapter or equal)
   d. Backlit USB Keyboard (iKey FT-88-911-TP or equal)

RECEIPT OF EQUIPMENT MUST BE COMPLETED BY MARCH 15, 2015. Final contract with vendor will provide penalties for failure to meet this deadline.